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Foreword

With the monoliths of FANG (Facebook, Amazon, Netflix and Google)
dominating online shopping in the west, what is the east doing? Well, as it
turns out, quite a lot.
BAT (Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent) is fast creating a centre of innovation and social
commerce that is China.
With a total spending of $750 million online – a figure that exceeds the UK
and USA combined – and a projected growth rate of 20% next year, China
now has the largest e-commerce market in the world.
e-commerce has achieved a near complete penetration and integration into
everyday life in China that it is no longer just ordering things off the Internet,
but a form of social activity, called ‘social commerce’.
Take WeChat for example. From what started out as a Chinese version of
WhatsApp, it has now expanded to include direct purchase of goods, a
payment tool (online and in-store), wallet, reservations agent, social sharing
(photos, videos, reviews, comments) and more – an all-in-one for its 900 million
users. One could literally pay for everything with just a scan of QR codes.
This evolution in China presents a massive opportunity for sports, media and
entertainment properties.

But how did China get here?
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Mobile Internet Users and Penetration in China, 2007-2016
Millions and % of Internet Users
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Mobile Internet users

Strong broadband access
and mobile networks

Significant adoption to the mobile culture and having strong connectivity almost everywhere in
cities have seen a soar in Internet users. People are more connected now than ever; they are
eager to hear and be heard.

The coincidence of increase in disposable
income with adoption of e-commerce

Digital shopping was so swiftly adopted nation-wide because it coincided with the rise of
disposable income; and because Chinese consumers lack the ingrained habit of shopping at
brick and mortar shops, the adoption of online shopping met with little resistance.
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China Will Be the World’s Largest Digital Market by 2018
Digital B2C market revenue forecast
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Mobile Shopping Behaviour in China
China’s online market has grown much faster than the rest of the world
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Growth is driven by 3rd
and 4th-tier cities

With tier 1 and 2 cities like Beijing and Shanghai almost at saturation in terms of development,
3rd and 4th-tier cities like Foshan – with individual GDPs larger than 18 separate European
countries such as Croatia, or Bulgaria – are by contrast experiencing massive growth in
terms of their connectivity and spending power. China and Chinese consumers are now
way ahead of everyone else by being more receptive toward embracing and adopting
new technologies. So where are the social commerce opportunities for sports, media
and entertainment properties?
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Data and technology in marketing is driving advanced fan and consumer engagement,
tracking consumption, habits, purchases and social media activity, where all sorts of
information about your target market can be collected and analyzed. When combined
together on single platforms like WeChat, this is powerful information that could be
harnessed to achieve organizational goals. It creates a depth, immediacy and intimacy
in connection that were impossible before.

Social commerce has opened up hundreds of millions of potential consumers to
international brands. Cross-border sales has the room to grow, especially now with
favorable government regulatory change that sees reduced sales and duty taxes, as
well as allowing e-commerce zones to store goods. Also, purchases are now moving to
social platforms similar to Facebook messenger where the social element – being able
to share a link with friends and have discussions about it – increases in significance.

Consumers are increasingly seeking out an experience, rather than a transaction.
In 2016, Alibaba turned Singles’ Day into an online shopping event that got so many
internet users throwing money at their screens that CNBC dubbed it “Amazon’s Prime
Day – on steroids”. Using Virtual Reality (VR), American departmental store Macy’s teamed
up with Alibaba to offer a VR experience to their users of strolling through their famed
flagship store in NYC, and they can then purchases directly through the Alibaba app.
At the end of the November 11, sales on Alibaba’s platforms clocked in $17.8 billion.
The same can be applied for sports and entertainment brands, brands which have
exclusive content, bespoke retail stores and physical venues – all of which can offer
unparalleled fan and consumer experience. Technology advances can reduce physical
limitations and open up doors of opportunities for sales and engagement.
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In 2017, Alibaba hit 25.3n USD sales – a 40% increase from 2016. In fact it took just 12
hours to surpass the 2016 figures.
To say that Alibaba’s singles day sales eclipse Amazon Prime day in the USA is an
understatement with Amazon’s estimated revenue at ‘just’ $1billion and that being its ‘best
ever’ single day revenues. 9 out of 10 purchases were made on a mobile phone.

Looking beyond the increased numbers, we could see the even more integrated entertainment
element of commerce across all Singles Day activities which continued at pace with 34bn
videos being viewed throughout the shopping experience. Alibaba’s four-hour gala was again
produced by Emmy-winning Oscars producer David Hill. As well as the celebrity involvement,
the event was fully interactive: People watching at home will be able to “Watch Now-Buy
Now,” direct the action on the stage, collect prizes and receive digital “red envelopes” (cash).
Short form videos and live streaming which came out of T-mall shop owners became the
main communication tool with their customers. A significant number of T-mall shop owners
effectively became KOLs within their consumer communities and their influence has also
been carried out right across Tmall, Weibo, WeChat as well as other social media.
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As China has shown, sports, media and entertainment properties should not consider
social platforms as simply a marketing or sales channel.
Social platforms should be holistic ecosystems where fans and consumers can get
the best experience out of watching content, interacting with their favourite players or
stars, purchasing merchandise, buying tickets and sharing their experiences.
The challenge for all remains that social platforms are a fast moving and changing
space – new platforms merge and new social products emerge leaving many faced
with challenges of sustainability of the brand building and fans engagement.
Ultimately, successful sports, media and entertainment properties in the Chinese market
like the NBA or WWE will continue to develop more localised events in China as well
as nurturing their audience on a broad grassroots level.
Yet, there is a massive opportunity for sports, media and entertainment properties
around the world to capitalise on the world-leading Chinese social commerce market.
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